
Response to Reviewer's Comments

We thank the two anonymous referees for their helpful reviews. We addressed all comments as detailed below
in italic font. Line numbers refer to the ‘tracked-changes’ document.

Referee 1

The authors have produced a nicely writen artcle on the important topic of the performance

of one of the MetUM models in simulatng boreal summer intraseasonal variability

over China. It is useful to quantfy how well a model can reproduce such variability

given its important impacts on water resources and extreme events during the monsoon

season; yet it remains a very poorly understood phenomenon. The introducton

is well motvated and references the appropriate literature; the techniques used are varied

and sound, having been used comprehensively in this feld before. I have several

major comments on this paper which are as follows:

(1) In secton  , the authors give an assessment with a discussion of mean state biases.

Since the western Pacifc subtropical high is another dominate climate system in East

Asian region, evaluaton on the simulaton of the western Pacifc subtropical high will

gain more insight into the model bias in precipitaton.

We agree that an evaluatin if the simulatin if the WNPSH shiuld be added. We added (niw) Figure 4. It 
shiws the strength and licatin if the WNPSH in ibservatins and the simulatins in June, and the ridge 
pisitin in June, Jul  and August. This fgure is niw discussed at lines P6 1o6-20 where it is cinnected ti the 
midel bias in precipitatinn  This lack if nirthward prigressiin in the simulatins ma  be linked ti a piir 
simulatin if the western Nirth Pacifc subtripical high (WNPSH;  Fig. 4). In GA6 the WNPSH is tii weak;  in 966
and 92o6 it is tii weak and dies nit extend far eniugh westward;  in 95o2a and 95o2b the strength if the 
WNPSH is cliser ti ibservatins ti the east if o30◦ E, but the western fank remains tii weak. The nirthward 
pripagatin if the WNPSH ridge in oo0◦ E–o20◦ E frim June ti August is nit cirrectl  captured in an  
simulatin.’

(2) In Secton  , the authors shows the meridional profles of bandpass-fltered precipitaton

variance averaged between 10 –119 E. The role of bias in  0–80 and 10– 0

day variability on the total bias in IPV is explored. Why the authors divide the ISO

over China into 10- 0 days and  0-80 days? If you take an analysis on the power

spectra of precipitaton or OLR over the Eastern China, you can fnd that the biweekly



oscillaton (peak on 10-20days) is signifcant, ISO on tme scale of 20-60 days (with

one or two peaks) is also evident. Thus, in this secton, investgatng what tmescales

are associated with IPV biases according to the dominate period over China may be

more meaningful. 

This is a valid piint. We midifed the fltering windiws ti o0-20 and 20-60 da . Figure (niw) 5 and the text at 
lines P6 127-28 has been updated accirdingl . This change did nit afect the cinclusiins.

( ) In Secton  , the fractons of the wetest decile of pentads that

occur during phases 1–  of BSISO-1 and phases  –8 of BSISO-2 are shown. Here,

the BSISO-1 and BSISO-2 are usually used to represent the BSISO over the Asian region

which including the Indian region. Previous studies have found that there are the

large regional diferences between the Indian region and WNP region. The former is

characterized by northeastward propagaton with period on 20– 0 days, while the later

show periodicity on 10-60 days, which includes a signifcant biweekly component. So

if the analysis based on the BSISO index derived from the regional ISO over the East

Asian – WNP region may be more convincing, and the discussion on the relatonship

between the BSISO phase and EOT mode may be more interestng.

In principle, this ma  be cirrect. Hiwever, we are specifcall  interested in the efects if the large-scale BSISO in East 
Asia, rather than the efects if the regiinal manifestatin if the BSISO iver the western Nirth Pacifc, which ma  ir ma  
nit be cinnected ti the briader phenimenin. Previius studies have alsi used the 1ee et al. (20o3) BSISO indices fir East 
Asia, e.g.n

httpsn//jiurnals.ametsic.irg/dii/full/o0.oo75/J91I-l-o6-0505.o 

httpsn//jiurnals.ametsic.irg/dii/full/o0.oo75/J91I-l-o6-0206.o 

httpsn//rmets.inlinelibrar .wile .cim/dii/abs/o0.o002/jic.4433

We midifed the sentence at line P7 1o ti state iur intentin explicitl . 

Alsi, iur previius wirk with ibservatins shiwed a cinnectin between the large-scale BSISO and regiinal 
precipitatin iver East Asia, We therefire chise ti cintnue ti use the large-scale BSISO when evaluatng the 
midels, fir cinsistenc  with iur previius anal sis if ibservatins.

( ) In Secton  ,  ig.10 gives the percentages of the wetest 10 % of pentads that occur

in diferent BSISO phase. Then, how about the occurrences of the percentages of the



wetest 10 % of pentads in diferent month?

We added Table 3 which shiws the same infirmatin as Fig. o0, but split b  minth. It shiws that the 
agreement between ibservatins and the simulatins is piir thriughiut the extended summer seasin. Fig. o0 
is discussed at lines P8 127-26.

Referee 2

In this manuscript, the authors investgate the role of coupling, resoluton, and decadal

variability on the simulaton of intraseasonal summer variability over China using the

MetUM climate model. This is a nice contributon to the climate modeling and predicton

community eforts in understanding the relatve importance of these factors for reducing

the biases of climate models and improving the model predicton skill.

I have only major comment that the authors should address. Secton  : The higher

correlaton value of the EOT paterns in the uncoupled simulatons suggests that these

paterns might be driven by the SST rather than the atmospheric variability. The authors

should consider evaluatng the SST biases of the coupled simulatons. Understanding

the role of coupling is not trivial because coupled models have biases that can interfere

with the air-sea interacton processes.

We agree that the manuscript was lacking a discussiin if the issue if ciupled midel SST biases. We have 
addressed this piint b  adding a paragraph ti the liscussiin at lines P6 1o0-o6n  Hiwever, it is difcult ti 
isilate the efects if air-sea ciupling, as mean state circulatin biases are present in bith GA6 and G92. G92 
shiws cild SST biases in the nirthern midlattude Pacifc and Nirth Atlantc and warm biases iver the Siuthern
Ocean (Fig. 3 in Stephan et al., 20o7c). These SST biases ma  be partl  driven b  atmispheric circulatin biases 
and partl  b  errirs in iceanic pricesses (d namics and mixing). SST biases in ciupled G9Ms can stringl  
infuence tripical cinvectve variabilit  (e.g., llingaman and Wiilniugh, 20o4;  leMitt et al., 20o5). Hiwever, 
it is nit pissible ti isilate the efects if SST biases in rainfall patterns withiut perfirming separate simulatins
that cirrect the icean state, fir example, b  impising fux cirrectins, which are iutside the scipe if this 
stud .’

Minor comments: 

Introducton: L 2  model formulaton needs to be clarifed 

The sentence is actuall  redundant and has been deleted. 

Secton 2.1: L2  naming convecton-> naming conventon 



This t pi has been cirrected.

 igure  c does not show fractonal contributons to daily precipitaton totals in observatons. 

We are grateful that this mistake was spitted. The line fir ibservatins has been added ti (niw) Fig. 5.

Secton  : The slope of the autocorrelaton curves is consistent between the model and observatons. Defne 
what is meant by the decorrelaton tme.

We agree that we used the wird   decirrelatin tme’ inappripriatel . The sentence has been rephrased at line 
P6 132. 

Secton  : At pentad -1 a negatve Z 00 anomaly is located over the northwest Pacifc. 

This ma  have been ambiguius. We replaced  nirthwest Pacifc with  East Asia and the western Pacifc’, line P8 
1o0.

Discussion: The authors speculate that parameterizaton of convecton can be another

cause of the model biases. There are a few studies showing the impact of cloud processes

parameterizaton of the simulaton of summer rainfall variability over China (e.g.,

Chen et al. 2010, DeMot et al. 201 , Jin and Stan 2016).

We thank the reviewer fir these references and are niw citng them at line Po0 16-o0.
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